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Chapter 81 The
grandmother said again: “Zhiyuan, if the shares of the Liu family can be sold this time,
grandma will not only reward you, but also consider making you the successor of the Liu
family.”
“Thank you, grandma, thank you grandma!” Liu Zhiyuan both Going to die of
excitement! She glanced at Liu Xuan subconsciously, her face full of pride.
Aren’t you very capable?
You have robbed you of the qualifications to cooperate with Ziyu Company before.
But now, at the critical moment of the Liu family, do you still have to rely on me, Liu
Zhiyuan?
Ten minutes later, a lengthened limousine slowly stopped at the entrance of Liu’s villa.
A man stepped out of the car, dressed in casual clothes and wearing sunglasses. It was
Huang Yanlang. Behind him, there were several bodyguards.
This Huang Yanlang looked in his twenties, but with his outstanding skills, he was able
to make a breakthrough in the world of kung fu, and he was also a very capable
character.
“Grandma, Master Huang of the martial arts school is here.”
People who practice martial arts are called masters, which is an honorary title.
“Quick, come in quickly!” The grandmother was very excited and stood up quickly.
Everyone in the Liu family stopped discussing in private, and looked at the door of the
hall one after another.
Liu Zhiyuan was standing at the door waiting.
Huang Yanlang took a few bodyguards and strode forward. It has to be said that Huang
Yanlang has a strong aura, and his gestures show a domineering domineering.
“Haha, Brother Huang is here very fast.” Liu Zhiyuan walked up to meet him and shook
his hand: “Brother Huang, this is my grandma.
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” Greetings, a bit arrogant.
“Master Huang, please take a seat!” The
grandmother didn’t care, after all, she had this ability, so she greeted with a smile.
Huang Yanlang sat down, and several bodyguards immediately stood behind him, full of
style.
Everyone in the Liu family was silent, and they did not dare to speak rashly.
At this time, at the suggestion of the grandmother, Liu Zhiyuan told the cooperation
situation.
“Oh, it turns out that your Liu family wants to sell shares.”
Huang Yanlang nodded silently, and then smiled slightly: “20% of the shares, it is only
500 million, which is a bit less, I will pay 800 million! “
Hush!
At this moment, everyone in the Liu family was shocked.
20% of the shares, 500 million is too little. It cost 800 million to buy it? ! This, who is
this? Is there something wrong?
Really rich. Everyone knows that Huang Yanlang has dozens of martial arts gyms, and
he has won many martial arts championships. We all knew that he was not short of
money, but he didn’t expect that he was so short of money!
In shock, many people couldn’t hide the joy on their faces.
The grandmother was also excited.
With these 800 million, why can’t his Liu family make a comeback?
Liu Zhiyuan was stunned for a moment, and then became excited: “Brother Huang,
thank you so much!”
However, at this moment, Huang Yanlang turned his head: “However, I have a
condition!”
“Master Huang, please tell me what condition.” The old grandmother sitting there spoke
without thinking.

Huang Yanlang stood up, looked around with a smile, and said slowly: “When I was
chatting with Brother Zhiyuan, I often heard Zhiyuan say that my cousin is not only
smart, but also has the appearance of sinking fish and falling geese. I have been
admiring it for a long time.”
“So, today, in addition to discussing cooperation, I also want to mention a kiss by the
way. I don’t think the old lady will refuse.”
When Huang Yanlang suddenly came here, everyone in the Liu family didn’t expect it,
and they were all dumbfounded . for a while.
But everyone is a businessman, and business marriage is the most normal thing, so
after everyone was stunned, their eyes subconsciously looked at Liu Qianshuang.
In the entire Liu family, the most beautiful are Liu Xuan and Liu Qianshuang.
But Liu Xuan is already married.
Therefore, everyone didn’t need to think about it, they all thought that Huang Yanlang
was looking at Liu Qianshuang.
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Under everyone’s attention, Liu Qianshuang’s face was very unnatural, she wanted to
say something, but held back.
At this time, Liu Zhiyuan reacted from his daze, and joked at Huang Yanlang: “Brother
Huang, I was shocked just now, I thought you were going to make some harsh
requirements, so that’s what it is.”
Huang Yanlang smiled without saying a word, his eyes Look closely at the grandmother.
This marriage is related to the future development of the Liu family, and only the
grandmother can decide.
At this moment, the grandmother did not hesitate at all, and responded with a smile: “It
is an honor for our Liu family to be able to marry Master Huang.”
After speaking, the grandmother turned her head and glanced at Liu Qianshuang:
“Qianshuang, what do you have? What do you want to say?”
Liu Qianshuang stood up and was about to speak when she saw Huang Yanlang
shaking his head: “Old lady, that’s wrong, I’m not talking about her!”
What?

Not Liu Qianshuang?
Who is he going to marry?
This time, everyone in the Liu family was dumbfounded.
Liu Qianshuang froze there, with a stunned expression. While he was relieved, he was
also a little curious.
Just when everyone in the Liu family was puzzled, Huang Yanlang walked over with a
smile.
At that moment, the eyes of everyone present followed him. When he stopped, the
whole hall was dead silent.
Huang Yanlang actually came to Liu Xuan!
At this time, Liu Xuan was wearing a hip-packed skirt, and her elegant and gentle figure
was enough to conquer countless men.
At this moment, Liu Xuan’s delicate body trembled, and she felt inexplicable in her
heart.
“In my heart, Huang Yanlang, the one I have always admired is you, Miss Liu Xuan.”
Huang Yanlang smiled, looked deeply at Liu Xuan, and stretched out his hand at the
same time.
Of course Liu Xuan wouldn’t shake hands with him. After secretly calming down, she
said word by word, “Master Huang, I think you made a mistake. I’m already married.”
At this moment, everyone in the Liu family returned. Come on, one by one nodded
quickly.
“Brother Huang, you must be mistaken, Liu Xuan has been married for three years.” Liu
Zhiyuan said.
Huang Yanlang smiled lightly and looked back at Liu Zhiyuan: “I’m not mistaken at all,
what I have always liked is Liu Xuan, and let me tell you, I am willing to sign with your
Liu family because of Liu Xuan’s sake today. Yes, do you understand?”
It seemed that Huang Yanlang would do such a thing at all, Liu Zhiyuan’s expression
stiffened, his mouth opened slightly, and he was suddenly speechless.
“Master Huang, please stop joking…” At this time, the grandmother couldn’t help but
speak.

Before she could say the following, Huang Yanlang interrupted with a sneer: “Old lady,
do you think I’m joking?”
After a pause, Huang Yanlang continued: “What if you don’t agree? Neither do I. Force,
but you have to think carefully about the current situation of your Liu family, you can’t
even control your own company. Who would be willing to pay so much money to buy
the shares of your Liu family except me?” The
old lady’s expression became complicated, but I also want to advise: “Master Huang, if
you marry Qianshuang, I have no problem, but Xuan’er… is indeed married. It’s not
normal for you to be like this.”
Huang Yanlang smiled disdainfully: “This old grandmother doesn’t need it . I’m worried,
I’ve already checked the person Liu Xuan married. He’s just a waste of soft food. Don’t
you all want to see him in the Liu family? Besides, as far as I know, the two of them got
married three times. Years, it doesn’t seem like they are married yet, right?”
Speaking of the last sentence, Huang Yanlang looked back at Liu Xuan with a smile:
“I’m right, beauty.”
This time, the grandmother was a little speechless, and everyone in the Liu family fell
silent.
Because what Huang Yanlang said was right, Yue Feng, the waste, had not contributed
to the Liu family for three years after he joined the Liu family, and the Liu family could
not wait to drive him away as soon as possible.
If Liu Xuan followed Huang Yanlang, it would be considered to be out of the sea of
misery.
With this kind of thought in mind, everyone in the Liu family began to acquiesce.
However, Huang Yanlang’s next action made everyone in the Liu family frown.
“Liu Xuan, beautiful lady, you see that your clan has agreed, how about you? Don’t be
shy.” At this moment, Huang Yanlang sat next to Liu Xuan and said with a smile, and at
the same time he was about to grab Liu Xuan’s wrist.
Liu Xuan ducked for a while, and said angrily, “Master Huang, please show some
respect.”
When she said this, Liu Xuan was calm on the surface, but she was extremely nervous!
She had never encountered such a thing before, this Huang Yanlang was dishonest and
even in front of the whole family! However, no one stopped him.
Not only was he nervous, but Liu Xuan felt uncomfortable!

Is this the so-called human affection? The family members are watching from the side. .
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“Tsk tsk, it’s so sexy. You look so angry, it’s really tempting, I’m going to fix you.” Liu
Xuan’s scolding did not make Huang Yanlang restrain, but stimulated his interest.
After saying this, he grabbed Liu Xuan again!
This time, Huang Yanlang used the trick of grappling, but Liu Xuan didn’t dodge, her
wrist was tightly grasped.
Immediately afterwards, Huang Yanlang got a little closer, sniffed gently in front of her,
and his face was intoxicated: “It’s so fragrant.”
At this moment, everyone in the Liu family changed their faces.
The grandmother turned blue. In fact, the grandmother has acquiesced to the marriage
of Huang Yanlang and Liu Xuan. After all, this marriage is not a bad thing. When the
two sides set a good date, then you Huang Yanlang will come to the door to marry Liu
Xuan.
But this Huang Yanlang is so bold, ignoring moral etiquette! In the presence of such a
large audience, he actually did something to Liu Xuan!
“Take your hand away!” Shen Man finally couldn’t help it and said coldly.
Although Shen Man didn’t like Yue Feng in his heart, he even hoped that his daughter
would divorce him sooner.
But after what happened last night, after receiving a necklace worth tens of millions from
Yue Feng, Shen Man’s view of Yue Feng has changed slightly.
But to be honest, Jiangshan’s nature is difficult to change. Although Yue Feng is now
looking for a job, he also knows a wealthy friend. He can lend him five million and give
him an expensive necklace. But there is a saying that if you are not good yourself, you
will not be able to know anyone. Therefore, in Shen Man’s heart, he still hopes that Yue
Feng and his daughter will divorce.
But right now, aren’t they divorced yet? Seeing this Huang Yanlang being so rude to his
daughter, how could a mother hold back?
“Huang, stop now!”
“Do you know where this is? The Liu family villa is not your back garden.”

“Hurry up and let go of Liu Xuan, don’t go too far.” At this time, Liu Xuan was also shy
and angry
, struggling and shouting: “What are you doing? Let me go!”
All trembled.
In the face of everyone’s accusations, Huang Yanlang looked indifferent, smiled coldly,
and looked directly at the grandmother: “Old lady, you Liu family members have no
sincerity at all, I just said it very clearly, my conditions, If you don’t accept it, I’ll leave
immediately!”
“However, if you want to cooperate with me, you have to face the facts.”
When Huang Yanlang said this, everyone in the Liu family looked at the grandmother,
and they were filled with righteous indignation.
With just a word from the grandmother, they immediately drove out the shameless
person Huang Yanlang.
However…
the grandmother didn’t say a word from beginning to end, but looked at Huang Yanlang
with complicated eyes, and finally sighed.
It’s not that the old lady doesn’t care about Liu Xuan’s fame.
But compared with the interests of the entire Liu family, Liu Xuan’s fame is insignificant.
Without these 800 million, the Liu family would be doomed!
The grandmother didn’t speak, and everyone in the Liu family had no choice but to sit
down angrily.
Shen Man was unwilling in his heart, but he didn’t dare to say anything, and stared at
Huang Yanlang fiercely.
As for Liu Xuan, she was completely desperate.
Seeing this, Huang Yanlang laughed proudly and became more courageous, grabbing
Liu Xuan’s hand and pulling it violently.
Liu Xuan exclaimed and crashed directly into Huang Yanlang’s arms. Before he could
struggle, Huang Yanlang hugged him tightly.
“Liu Xuan beautiful lady, don’t be afraid, I will take good care of you in the future.”
Huang Yanlang laughed and put his mouth up slowly.

Knowing that she could not escape the clutches, Liu Xuan gave up her struggle and
closed her eyes in despair.
What is despair? This is despair!
In front of his mother, relatives, brothers and sisters, he was insulted by Huang
Yanlang! But no one is willing to stand up and help themselves!
This is despair, this is despair!
For the sake of the Liu family, why do you want me, Liu Xuan, to join the famous
festival! I’m just a woman, why do you do this to me!
Liu Xuan’s eyes were red and tears couldn’t help falling.
Liu Xuan could feel Huang Yanlang’s heavy breathing hitting her face.
Yue Feng, where are you? I was bullied by others, do you know that!
Liu Xuan didn’t know what to think. At this moment, what echoed in her mind turned out
to be that trash.
Tears fell down, she could feel that Huang Yanlang’s lips were about to touch her. At
this moment, she closed her eyes. The people in the surrounding family also sighed.
Seeing that Huang Yanlang was about to kiss, at this moment, a strong hand suddenly
placed on Huang Yanlang’s shoulder!
“Fuck, who is your special code?”
Huang Yanlang’s face was full of anger when the good thing was disturbed, he scolded,
let go of his hand and looked back.
A man in his early twenties wearing a street stall was looking at him coldly.
“Yue Feng?”
At the same time, the eyes of everyone in the Liu family also turned towards this
direction.
“Really…it’s really you…” Liu Xuan said softly, her lips were about to bleed.
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“Little brat, who are you?” Feeling the coldness of Yue Feng, Huang Yanlang didn’t take
it to heart at all, and asked coldly.

Yue Feng responded coldly: “Yue Feng.”
“Oh, oh, hahaha, you’re the rubbish who eats soft rice, what’s wrong? Seeing me
making out with your wife? Feeling bad? I tell you, I want your wife. It’s fixed.” Huang
Yanlang’s face was full of provocation.
“You are courting death.”
Yue Feng said word by word. With that look, everyone present was terrified!
This, is this still that trash? Why is his aura so strong? !
“Hehe, I’m looking for death? You don’t know who you are talking to, right? I was
worried about how to find you just now? Now you bring it to the door yourself!” Huang
Yanlang rushed over directly, like a fierce tiger.
Seeing this scene, the faces of the surrounding Liu family became complicated.
Although they didn’t want to see Yue Feng, at this moment, many people hoped that
Yue Feng would win.
Of course, they all know that this is just an extravagant wish.
You know, Huang Yanlang is the champion of the Three Realms Kung Fu! Dozens of
martial arts halls have been established!
“Yue Feng, you beat him, hurry up, go!” Liu Xuan was even more frightened and
shouted at Yue Feng.
In Liu Xuan’s heart, Yue Feng was able to appear, and she was very satisfied.
However, Yue Feng didn’t seem to hear it, and stood there quietly, looking at Huang
Yanlang who was rushing towards him, his expression did not change in the slightest,
as steady as Mount Tai.
Liu Xuan was in a hurry, ran outside the hall, and called the police.
Soon, the phone was connected, and the policeman’s voice came over: “May I ask what
help you need.”
Liu Xuan said anxiously, “Quick, send someone to the Liu family villa. Some people are
making trouble here, and they are starting to fight.”
Bang…

When Liu Xuan just finished saying this, there was an aura vibrating in the hall, Yue
Feng He fought fiercely with Huang Yanlang.
On the phone, the police were a little puzzled: “It’s a fight, who is fighting with whom?”
After all, the
Liu family has some reputation in Donghai City, who would dare to make trouble?
“It’s Huang Yanlang from the martial arts. Hit… hit my husband.” At this time, Liu Xuan
was so anxious that she spoke quickly, but when she said the word “husband”, Liu
Xuan’s heart trembled faintly, and her face became a little gloomy. famous.
It seems… this is the first time to admit that Yue Feng is his husband.
However, when she returned to the hall after the phone call, Liu Xuan was
dumbfounded when she saw the scene inside.
Not only her, but everyone in the villa was stunned!
Huang Yanlang’s strength, don’t even think about it, it’s definitely strong.
But they didn’t expect that Yue Feng could actually be on par with him? !
At this moment, I saw the two of you coming and going, fighting very fiercely, and the
movement of the two was not so fast that they could not even be caught by the naked
eye.
Liu Xuan stared blankly at this scene, her mind blank.
How could he be so great?
If it was an accident that Yue Feng beat Liu Zhiyuan to the ground at the grandmother’s
banquet last time, then Yue Feng’s performance at this time made Liu Xuan completely
impressed.
Bang!
At this moment, Huang Yanlang screamed and fell heavily to the ground!
What?
Yue Feng, Yue Feng won? !
Nima! The whole villa was silent!
“I lost, I won’t fight, I won’t fight…” Huang Yanlang’s eyes rolled round and he shouted.

“What did you think when you slapped my wife just now? Now you don’t want to fight?”
Yue Feng responded coldly and walked over step by step.
At this time, Yue Feng’s surface was cold. He and Huang Yanlang are both second-tier
martial artists.
But that kid Xiang Riyue sent his Qiankun Pill to make his strength much stronger than
his peers.
Yue Feng narrowed his eyes into slits, stepped on Huang Yanlang, and slapped him!
Snapped! Snapped! Snapped!
Loudly!
The huge villa, looking at Yue Feng’s eyes at this time, is like looking at a devil!
No one dared to say a word!
Is this… he…
is he still that trash son-in-law? !
Liu Xuan bit her lip tightly, inexplicably throbbing. It has been three years, he, this is the
first time he is such a man.
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“Crack! Slap! Slap!”
Every time Yue Feng slaps his hands, everyone around is terrified! The entire Liu family
villa was silent!
Finally, two police cars stopped at the gate of the villa.
Zhou Qin was wearing a police uniform and walked out of the car with a few police
officers.
Entering the hall door, Zhou Qin frowned when she saw the scene in front of her.
“Stop!” A little policeman stepped forward.
Yue Feng stopped, stood up slowly, and moved his wrist.
Seeing that it was Yue Feng, Zhou Qin stepped forward.

“Who called the police just now?” The policeman took out the record book and asked
while looking around.
Liu Xuan regained her senses and walked over quickly: “Yes…it’s me.”
“You said someone beat your husband? Is this your husband lying on the ground?”
Huang Yanlang, who was recording, continued to ask.
“No, he…he is not my husband.”
Liu Xuan shook her head quickly, then glanced at Yue Feng, and whispered, “He is…”
After speaking, Liu Xuan bowed her head embarrassedly, her face Red, indescribably
charming.
Seeing Liu Xuan admit that she is her husband in front of everyone, Yue Feng felt
unspeakably comfortable.
At this point, the policeman swallowed a mouthful of saliva. He looked at Yue Feng
secretly.
This man… was able to beat Huang Yanlang without any strength to fight back? !
At this moment, Huang Yanlang screamed on the ground: “Officer, you have to decide
for me, this kid is just a lunatic…”
When a son-in-law came to the door and beat him on the ground in public, Huang
Yanlang was already aggrieved, but when he saw the police coming, he vomited out all
his grievances.
Zhou Qin glared at him: “Okay, let me go back and make a record.”
Huang Yanlang immediately closed his mouth and looked at Yue Feng resentfully.
“Stay here and collect the confessions of everyone present.” Zhou Qin said to the police
who filed the case. Then he turned around and looked at Yue Feng: “You also come
with us.”
Yue Feng nodded.
Liu Xuan’s face changed, she looked at Yue Feng worriedly, and said softly, “I’ll go with
you.”
Yue Feng laughed, shook his head and said, “Don’t worry, I’m fine, I believe Officer
Zhou will also be impartial. Law enforcement.”

Hearing this, Liu Xuan relaxed a little.
Outside the villa, Yue Feng got into the police car with only him and Zhou Qin in the car.
Zhou Qin is driving. But the direction of the car is not the police station.
“Aren’t we going to record the confession?” Yue Feng wondered.
Zhou Qin glanced at him and said slowly: “That Huang Yanlang has always acted in a
high-profile manner, and he is used to being arrogant and domineering on weekdays.
You don’t need to guess, it must be his fault. As soon as I ask my subordinates to adjust
the monitoring, I will I know everything.”
Yue Feng nodded with a smile: “Captain Zhou is really discerning.”
Zhou Qin rolled his eyes at him and said angrily, “Don’t make me laugh at me, I saw it
just now, you have become a cultivator now. , right?”
Yue Feng didn’t hide it, he nodded: “Second dan of the martial artist!”
Zhou Qin suddenly became interested.
To be able to become a cultivator in just a few days, and even reach the second rank of
a martial artist, must have an unusual adventure.
“Yue Feng, to be honest, do you still have the Immortal Pill you gave me before?” Zhou
Qin said.
Yue Feng said with a smile: “Captain Zhou, I already gave you one. And I remember
that when I gave you the Immortal Pill, didn’t you warn me not to give others anything to
eat in the future?
” Yihong: “That… I really didn’t expect the Immortal Pill to be so useful… I have a friend
who has been stuck in the fifth stage of the martial arts for a long time. If you still have
one, give me another one, okay? ?”
Yue Feng stretched his waist and said slowly: “Your friend is stuck at the bottleneck,
what does it have to do with me?”
Although it is an immortal pill, refining is very simple. But you can’t give it casually. You
know, selling the Immortal Pill to Yang Long cost 2 billion plus an antique wrench.
Seeing Yue Feng’s rejection, Zhou Qin bit her lip. Somewhat unhappy.
As a well-known police flower in the police station, and the captain of the criminal
investigation team, who is the man next to Zhou Qin who is not obedient to him.
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